
[5/14/18 ... Pattern has been updated to fix hat brim pattern]

Twitterpated Heart Beanie
  by Chain8Designs (chain8designs.com)

Materials Needed
Size H Hook
Size I Hook
2 Skeins grey yarn

(Deborah Norville Everyday in Steel)
1 Skein of each color desired for hearts

(Doborah Norville Everyday in Aubergine [Dark Purple], Bright Violet [Magenta], 
Peony [Light Purple], and Baby Pink [Light Pink])

Yarn Needle
Faux Fur Pompom

Abbreviations
SC = Single Crochet
SL = Slip Stitch
CH = Chain
SCtog = Single Crochet Two Together (insert hook into stitch, yarn over and pull through 
a loop, insert hook into next stitch, yarn over and pull through a loop, yarn over and pull 
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through all three loops on hook)

BAND
(With H Hook)
Chain 8
Row 1: SC in 2nd CH from hook; SC the rest; CH 1; turn (7)
Row 2-70: SC in back loop of all; CH 1; turn (7)
Bring the two ends together and SC across to form a circle.

SC 70 stitches evenly around the edge of the brim; SL to first SC; CH 1 (70)

GRAPH
From here on out we will be working from the graph.  Each box on the graph equals one 
stitch.  We will start in the bottom right corner at Box 1/1.
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It's important that for the graph portion you work loosely.  Your hook should easily slide 
into the stitch.  I have a tendency to work on the tighter side, if you are like me, it might 
take you a couple tries of the first two rounds to get your tension right.

Your slip stitches wil be worked into the top of the first single crochet of the round.  Pull 
both your slip stitch and chain one tightly.  This will help hide these stitches.

Instead of doing a traditional single crochet we will be single crocheting into the "V" 
created by the previous row.  Your hook should slide easily into the stitch, if it doesn't 
you need to loosen your tension.
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I will walk you through a few rounds to get you started....
(Switch to I Hook)
Round 1: [with grey] SC in all; SL; CH 1 (70)
Round 2: *[with grey] SC 9; [switch to dark purple] SC 1*; repeat from * 6 times; SL; 
[switch to dark purple; CH 1 (70)

Round 3: [with dark purple] SC; *[switch to grey] SC 7; [switch to dark purple] SC 3*; 
repeat from * 5 times; [switch to grey] SC 7; [switch to dark purple]; SC 2; SL; CH 1 (70)
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Because weaving in ends is probably my least favorite part of crochet, I carry my yarn. I 
make sure that the yarn being carried is crocheted over by the new color and isn't 
pulled too tightly.  As you can see it creates a rather tidy looking inside.  It is a personal 
preference though, so it's up to you whether to carry your yarn or not.

Continue to follow the graph until you finish Round 28.

To close the top we will be doing traditional SCtog stitches (not through the "V" stitches 
like before.)

Round 29: SCtog all; SL; CH 1 (35)
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Round 30: SCtog 17 times; SC; SL; fasten off leaving at least a 24" tail (18)

With your yarn needle and thread tail: Weave in and out of the stitches (all the way 
around) and pull tightly to close.  Weave in your ends and attach pompom.

I hope that you are as twitterpated as I am with this pattern.  If you make a hat of your 
own I would love to see pictures of your creations.  Post them in the comment section.

**Feel free to make and sell items that are made from this patterns. Please link back to 
the pattern on any online sales or include my web address on tags for any in-person 
sales. Please do not republish or distribute any of the pictures or pattern, in any form, 
from this site.**

WANT TO SEE SNEAK PEEKS OF UPCOMING PATTERNS AND PROJECTS OR GENERAL 
HOME DECO./CROCHET/CRAFTING FUN?
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Follow me on Instagram: chain8designs
Follow me on Facebook: Chain8Designs 
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